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Venue Information

How to Book
We recommend booking your tickets in advance, online or by phone. 

Online: www.gildedballoon.co.uk Telephone: see venue details below

Tickets are available to buy from each Venue’s box office but booking in advance of the performance is recommended. 
Ticket Prices range from £5 to £19, please check individual performance information for prices.

Accessibility:
• Accessible entrances and automatic doors.
• Induction loop in main auditoriums.
• Accessible adapted toilet facilities on ground and first 

floors.
• Disabled parking spaces available in adjacent car parks.
• Guide dogs welcome at all our venues.

We have wheelchair spaces available in all the venues. Please 
notify the Box Office when booking tickets if you have any special 
requirements and we’ll be happy to help.

Rothes Halls, Glenrothes
Kingdom Shopping Centre, Glenrothes, KY7 5NX
T: 01592 611101
www.onfife.com/fifecomedy
E: boxoffice.rotheshalls@onfife.com

Carnegie Hall, Dunfermline
East Port, Dunfermline, KY12 7JA
T: 01383 602302
www.onfife.com/fifecomedy
E: boxoffice.carnegie@onfife.com 

Adam Smith Theatre, Kirkcaldy
Bennochy Road, Kirkcaldy, KY1 1ET
T: 01592 583302
www.onfife.com/fifecomedy
E: boxoffice.adamsmith@onfife.com

The Byre Theatre, St Andrews
University of St Andrews, Abbey Street, KY16 9LA
T: 01334 475000
www.byretheatre.com 
E: byreboxoffice@st-andrews.ac.uk



That’s Fife, the Kingdom’s side-splitting 
comedy festival, is back, and it’s once again 
packed with national and international stars. 
The Festival, in its second year, is staged 
across the region, from Carnegie Hall in the 
West to our friends The Byre in the East, and 
I’m sure you will agree that we’ve got Fife 
covered for comedy and laughter this April! 

This year, we’re working with Gilded Balloon, who 
are one of the biggest venues at the Edinburgh 
Festival Fringe.  The Gilded Balloon’s 30 years 
programming expertise has added to the range 
and quality of acts.  We will also be presenting 
some classic comedy films old and new, including 
The Lavender Hill Mob and Dad’s Army.  We 
guarantee there’s something for everyone.

A special thanks go to Go Glenrothes, who have 
contributed greatly to the funding of the Festival, 
and Fife Council’s Strategic Events Programme. 
Both of these contributions are essential in 
allowing us to stage a Festival of this stature in 
Fife.  Not forgetting our team at Fife Cultural 
Trust, of course, working away behind the scenes 
throughout the year to support our wide-ranging 
programme that includes a host of comedy gigs 
and much more besides.

What are you waiting for? Join us for That’s Fife, the 
comedy festival making April a right good laugh 
this year and every year!!!

We are delighted to be collaborating with 
Fife Cultural Trust to bring That’s Fife Comedy 
Festival to theatres near you.

 The Gilded Balloon has been presenting comedy 
at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe for over 30 years 
and now move across the Forth to bring to Fife 
big names like Ed Byrne, Ardal O’Hanlon and Nina 
Conti.

Our, That’s Fife Comedy Gala will be back again 
this year with Grant Stott, Fred MacAulay and Scott 
Gibson to showcase some of the best acts from 
across the festival for one spectacular evening of 
entertainment. Not to mention our opening night 
performance of, An Audience with Dorothy Paul 
featuring the Scottish acting icon herself. 

There’s something a little bit different in store for all 
the family with the anarchic, comedy cooking show 
from George Egg, Funbox and the magical stylings 
of Kevin McMahon and Morgan & West.

We’re also offering young Fifers the chance to 
try their hand at stand-up in our Class Clowns 
comedy newcomer competition for young aspiring 
comedians. Join in or come along to support the 
next generation of local superstars!

For a festival experience that’ll have you howling 
with laughter throughout the month of April, we 
look forward to welcoming you all to That’s Fife 
2016!
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Fun Box: SUPERHEROES!
Friday 8th April | 14:00 
Saturday 9th April | 11:00 & 14:00 
Sunday 10th April | 12:00 & 15:00 
Adam Smith Theatre, Kirkcaldy 
£13 / £10 (groups10+) / £46 (family saver) / £2 (Babes in arms 
12 months & under) 
Crash! Bang! Kapow! It’s time to grab those capes and warm up 
your super powers as FUNBOX goes on their craziest adventure 
yet in their brand new show SUPERHEROES! 
Join Gary, Anya and Kevin - the former stars of the Singing Kettle 
-on a super quest to find their keys and open the Funbox. 
See page 12 for more details!

Morgan & West Utterly Spiffing 
Spectacular Magic Show for Kids (and 
Childish Grown-ups!)
Saturday 16th April | 15:00 | Adam Smith Theatre, Kirkcaldy | £10
Sunday 17th April | 15:00 | Rothes Hall, Glenrothes | £10
Time travelling Victorian magic duo Morgan & West unload 
another boxful of bafflement and impossibility. Mixing brain 
busting illusion and good old fashioned tom-foolery, Morgan & 
West present a show for all the family, where magic and silliness 
abound! Fun for ages 5 to 105.
See pages 8 & 11 for more details!

Class Clowns
Saturday 23rd April | 15:00 | 
Adam Smith Theatre, Kirkcaldy | £5 
Come and support Fife’s funniest teens as they take to the 
stage in Scotland’s only comedy newcomer competition for 
high-school students. Watch the next generation of comedy 
superstars battle it out in Fife for a place in the final of Class 
Clowns 2016 at the Edinburgh Fringe this August.
With special guest judges and a few surprises along the way this 
isn’t your regular comedy gig! Join the fun for all the family at this 
special event to showcase the best of Fife’s undiscovered, home-
grown talent.
See pages 9 & 14 for more details!

kids shows
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Fife Comedy Circuit
Saturday 2 April | 20:00 | £12 / £11 concs

Al Porter, Stuart Mitchell, Andrea Hubert & Scott Gibson
The Gilded Balloon Comedy Circuit is LIVE and ready to electrify 
your funny bones with some high voltage entertainment! 
Fresh from the new series of BBC’s Live at the Apollo (‘Only 22 
but he owns the room like a pro twice his age’ – The Scotsman) 
Al Porter joins Stuart Mitchell (‘Rising star of the comedy circuit’ 
-  The Scotsman), Andrea Hubert  (‘Her slick, fluid set is rich with 
inventive, sarcastic gags’ – Chortle) and emcee, Scott Gibson (‘A 
natural, gifted storyteller’ – Frankie Boyle) for a riotous evening 
of comedy antics to kick-start your Saturday night!

Kevin McMahon: Quantum Magic
Friday 15th April | 20:00 | £15 / £12.50 concs
State-of-the-art magic fused with incredible science, from the 
scientist-turned-magician who was tutored by Penn and Teller.
Having spent the first ten years of his adult life studying Physics 
and the next ten studying magic, Member of the Magic Circle 
Kevin McMahon explores the exotic space where science and 
magic meet. Have your thoughts projected into reality, witness 
an impossible levitation from inches away and have you most 
valued possession teleported across stage.
Amazing magic, stunning science.

‘epic stunts, genuinely impressive magic’  ***** BroadwayBaby.com

George Egg: Anarchist Cook
Saturday 16th April | 20:00 | £10
One man. One hour. Three courses. Comedian George Egg 
is also a fanatical cook with an anarchic approach to making 
meals. Finding himself dissatisfied with the quality of hotel room 
service while touring the comedy clubs of the world, George 
embarks on a project to take matters into his own surprisingly 
capable hands. Come see him serve up a surreal and absurd mix 
of stand-up comedy and striking innovation, in an unforgettable 
demonstration of extreme multitasking.
Total sell-out Brighton Fringe 2014 & Edinburgh Festival Fringe 
2015, Best Comedy Show nominee Brighton Fringe 2014.
 ‘Utterly charming ... hugely inventive’  The Times

Box Office:
01383 602302

 www.onfife.com/fifecomedy
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Ardal O’Hanlon 
with support from Michael Redmond
Friday 22nd April | 20:00 | £17.50
Award winning comedian, actor and writer Ardal O’Hanlon 
continues to be one of the most sought after comedians working 
today, with TV stand up credits including: Live at The Apollo and 
Michael McIntyre’s Comedy Roadshow.  Ardal’s extensive TV 
acting credits include the forthcoming Sky comedy-drama After 
Hours; Cucumber; London Irish; Doctor Who; Skins; My Hero – 
and of course, Father Ted. A highly acclaimed stand up, Ardal has 
toured to sell out audiences internationally. 
As an extra added bonus the show will also feature a performance 
from master of deadpan delivery, Michael Redmond, who some 
of you may recognise as Father Ted legend, Father Stone.

Eric & Ern
Saturday 30th April | 20:00 | £15.00
Brand  new show ‘Eric and Ern’ captures the brilliance of 
Morecambe & Wise in this outstanding homage to two of Britain’s 
best loved performers. Straight from the Olivier nominated, 
West End hit  ‘Eric and Little Ern’, Ian Ashpitel and Jonty Stephens 
perform stand up, songs, dances, sketches and routines which 
will take you back to a world of sunshine and laughter. A show 
full of Morecambe and Wise’s most loved routines. You’ll feel 
you’ve seen the real thing.

 ‘You have the giddy out-of-time illusion that you are watching the 
legendary double-act live’ The Independent

‘What an impressive act of comedy necromancy this is. The real 
Morecambe and Wise will never again strut their stuff on stage. In 
their absence, it’s hard to imagine a sweeter substitute than Jonty 
Stephens and Ian Ashpitel’  The Times

‘I never thought I would see Morecambe and Wise live. I think I just 
have!’ Ben Elton

Box Office:
01383 602302

 www.onfife.com/fifecomedy
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That’s Fife Comedy Gala
Hosted by Scott Gibson, featuring Fred 
MacAulay, Grant Stott and Kevin McMahon 
Saturday 9th April | 20:00 | £17.50
Where the best in comedy and entertainment meet for a one-
night spectacular; That’s Fife. 
Where Fred MacAulay (‘Rib achingly funny. One of the funniest 
men alive’  - The Sunday Times), Forth One DJ, Grant Stott (‘Tall. 
Scottish. Daftie’ – Himself), Kevin McMahon (‘Astonishing’ – 
Evening News) and Scott Gibson (‘The best act to emerge from 
Scotland in years’ – Des Clarke) perform an eclectic mix of stand-
up, magic and variety performance; That’s Fife. 
Where you KNOW you’ll have a jam-packed, laugh out loud 
evening featuring the best talent on the scene; That’s Fife.
The Gala you should buy your tickets for while you still can 
because an event like this only comes around once a year; That’s 
Fife.  

An Audience with Dorothy Paul
Friday 1st April | 20:00 | £20
For ONE NIGHT ONLY, Scottish acting magnate Dave Anderson 
(Still Game, Taggart, Soldier Soldier, Doctor Who, Gregory’s Girl) 
hosts An Audience with Dorothy Paul. That’s right ladies and 
gentleman, from one local legend to another, Dave will be at 
the helm of the evening’s proceedings as stage and screen icon, 
Dorothy Paul (River City, Still Game, Taggart, The One O’Clock 
Gang) recounts the highs and lows of life in the footlights! 
From humble beginnings at the Kraft Cheese factory to the 
stage, big screen and beyond, our ‘Grand Dame of Scots Theatre’ 
Daily Record shares her story with us which is as captivating as 
it is entertaining.
Join Dorothy as you’ve never seen her before for this special 
event marking the opening of That’s Fife Comedy Festival!

Box Office:
01592 611101

 www.onfife.com/fifecomedy
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Nina Conti
Saturday 16th April | 20:00 | £17.50
She’s won a British Comedy Award, stormed Live at the Apollo, 
Russell Howard’s Good News, Sunday Night at the Palladium, 
and made a BAFTA nominated film – all without moving her 
lips. Nina creates a new show each night by plucking inspiration 
from the audience. Strap into the mask as Nina gets in your face. 
With the help of Monkey and a bag of tricks, truly anything can 
happen in this unmissable improvised adventure of hilarious 
witchery.

‘Uproariously hilarious’ ****  The Scotsman

“Nina Conti is a genius” The Mirror 

“A gem ... funny, poignant, novel’ The Guardian

Morgan & West Utterly Spiffing 
Spectacular Magic Show for Kids (and 
Childish Grown-ups!)
Sunday 17th April | 15:00 | £10
Time travelling Victorian magic duo Morgan & West unload 
another boxful of bafflement and impossibility. Witness a 
mountain of mysterious magic, a hatful of hyper-reality, and of 
course a truck full of tricks and tea. (Sadly there are no actual 
mountains or trucks on stage during the show, Mr West simply 
would not have them.)
Mixing brain busting illusion and good old fashioned tom-
foolery, Morgan & West present a show for all the family, where 
magic and silliness abound! Fun for all from ages 5 to 105*.
*105 is rather an arbitrary upper age limit really – it just seemed 
to flow well in the prose…

Box Office:
01592 611101

 www.onfife.com/fifecomedy
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Scotland’s only comedy newcomer competition 
for high-school students is heading to Fife 

for ONE DAY ONLY on April 23rd 2016!
We’re offering the opportunity for young Fifers to join the professionals 

on stage to try their hand at stand-up comedy in front of a live audience.

With a crash course from the comics before the main show 
and the chance to win a place in the Class Clowns Grand Final at the 

Gilded Balloon during the Edinburgh Fringe, what are you waiting for?

If you’re 12-18 and still in full time education

APPLY TODAY!
For more information and to submit an 

online application for Class Clowns 2016 go to:

www.gildedballoon.co.uk/classclowns

‘This has been an incredible experience for m
e…

One of those moments I will remember forev
er’

Joe Gardner, Class Clowns Winner 2015



Ed Byrne: Outside, Looking In
Wednesday 27th April | 20:00 | £19.00
That bloke. You know. The Irish guy. No, not the bald one. The 
other one. You know him. The one Carol from work really likes. 
Wait, that might be Jason Byrne. Anyway. Funny chap. Has a new 
show!

‘Comedy’s holy grail ... go see!’ **** Sunday Times

‘l assure you Ed Byrne is one comedian you should definitely see’ 
***** EdFestMag.com

‘A great comedian making the simple sublime’ **** Edinburgh 
Evening News

‘It is rare for a comic to merit the word “masterful”, in this case it is 
no overstatement’ **** The Scotsman

Eric & Ern
Friday 29th April | 20:00 | £15.00
Brand new show ‘Eric and Ern’ captures the brilliance of 
Morecambe & Wise in this outstanding homage to two of 
Britain’s best loved performers. Straight from the Olivier 
nominated, West End hit  ‘Eric and Little Ern’, Ian Ashpitel and 
Jonty Stephens perform stand up, songs, dances, sketches and 
routines which will take you back to a world of sunshine and 
laughter. A show full of Morecambe and Wise’s most loved 
routines. You’ll feel you’ve seen the real thing.

 ‘You have the giddy out-of-time illusion that you are watching the 
legendary double-act live’ The Independent

‘What an impressive act of comedy necromancy this is. The real 
Morecambe and Wise will never again strut their stuff on stage. In 
their absence, it’s hard to imagine a sweeter substitute than Jonty 
Stephens and Ian Ashpitel’  The Times

‘I never thought I would see Morecambe and Wise live. I think I just 
have!’ Ben Elton

Box Office:
01592 611101

 www.onfife.com/fifecomedy
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Fun Box: SUPERHEROES!
Friday 8th April | 14:00             Saturday 9th April | 11:00 & 14:00 
Sunday 10th April | 12:00 & 15:00 
£13 / £10 (groups10+) / £46 (family saver) / £2 (Babes in arms 
12 months & under)
Crash! Bang! Kapow! It’s time to grab those capes and warm up 
your super powers as FUNBOX goes on their craziest adventure 
yet in their brand new show SUPERHEROES!  Join Gary, Anya and 
Kevin –the former stars of the Singing Kettle -on a super quest 
to find their keys and open the Funbox.  Crime fighting Funster 
duo Fluffy and Flossie will be back to help us along the way and 
Bonzo’s alter ego, the mysterious Dog in Pants, will deliver his 
own brand of doggy justice! Come dressed as a superhero or 
make your own!

Tom Stade: You’re Welcome
Wednesday 13th April | 20:00 | £15
Time to exercise those chuckle muscles as Tom Stade unveils 
his brand new show! Candid and alluring, Tom ruminates on 
life’s oddities and revels in his own perpetual shortcomings. 
You’re Welcome! is full of the now-customary Stade flair; 
uncompromising humour, insatiable mischief and heaps of 
inspired improvisation. Direct from BBC1’s The John Bishop 
Show and Live at the Apollo, this exuberant and spellbinding 
talent continues his assault on the global comedy scene.
Incisive comedy with the usual sprinkling magic and expertly-
crafted mayhem, Stade is a truemaster of his craft.
www.tomstade.co.uk

Morgan & West Utterly Spiffing 
Spectacular Magic Show for Kids (and 
Childish Grown-ups!)
Saturday 16th April | 15:00 | £10
Time travelling Victorian magic duo Morgan & West unload 
another boxful of bafflement and impossibility. Witness a 
mountain of mysterious magic, a hatful of hyper-reality, and of 
course a truck full of tricks and tea. (Sadly there are no actual 
mountains or trucks on stage during the show, Mr West simply 
would not have them) Mixing brain busting illusion and good 
old fashioned tom-foolery, Morgan & West present a show for 
all the family, where magic and silliness abound! Fun for all from 
ages 5 to 105*.

Box Office:
01592 583302

 www.onfife.com/fifecomedy
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Morgan & West: Parlour Tricks
Saturday 16th April | 20:00 | £12.50
Time travelling magic duo Morgan & West present a brand new 
show chock full of jaw dropping, brain bursting, gasp eliciting 
feats of magic. The dashing chaps offer up a plateful of illusion 
and impossibility, all served with wit, charm and no small 
amount of panache. Be sure to wear a hat – Morgan & West 
might just blow your mind.

Chris Ramsay: All Growed Up
Sunday 17th April | 20:00 | £17.50
Critically acclaimed stand-up comedian, Celebrity Juice regular, 
star of BBC2’s Hebburn, and the man who once got pizza 
delivered to a moving train embarks on his biggest stand-up 
tour yet! Following sell-out runs of his last three UK tours, Chris 
is back with a brand new show for 2015.
Join him as he explores getting older, finding yourself, taking 
responsibility, realising you are no longer a child and all of the 
other terrifying realisations that come with being dragged 
kicking and screaming into modern adulthood.
www.chrisramseycomedy.com

Zoe Lyons: Work in Progress
Saturday 23rd April | 20:00 | £10 
It’s a well known fact that Fifers have the best sense of humour,  
so star of Live at The Apollo, Mock the Week and The John Bishop 
Show, Zoe Lyons will road testing some brand new material 
when she makes her debut appearance at That’s Fife. Expect 
her trademark high energy routines, all before anyone else has 
a chance to see them. 

 ‘Lyons has what it takes to delight any crowd’ The Guardian 

‘Zoe Lyons really cuts the mustard’ The Scotsman

Box Office:
01592 583302

 www.onfife.com/fifecomedy
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Class Clowns
Saturday 23rd April | 15:00 | £5.00
Come and support Fife’s funniest teens as they take to the 
stage in Scotland’s only comedy newcomer competition for 
high-school students. Watch the next generation of comedy 
superstars battle it out in Fife for a place in the final of Class 
Clowns 2016 at the Edinburgh Fringe this August.
With special guest judges and a few surprises along the way this 
isn’t your regular comedy gig! Join the fun for all the family at this 
special event to showcase the best of Fife’s undiscovered, home-
grown talent.
See page 9 for more information on how to enter the 
competition!
www.gildedballoon.co.uk/classclowns

Photography Exhibitions
Steve Ullathorne
1st- 30th April  | Adam Smith Theatre, Kirkcaldy | Free!

Steve’s portraits of comedians, both in the studio 
and in performance, appear regularly in National 
and International publications ranging from 
The Times to Hello Magazine, as well as on over 
450 different posters for National Tours, The 
Edinburgh Festival and West End runs. 
He was one of the three featured photographers 
in the 2014 British Comedy Awards Programme. 

Pål Hansen
1st- 30th April | Rothes Halls, Glenrothes | Free!

Pål Hansen’s portraits of celebrities and prominent 
individuals across the worlds of media, politics, 
and sports, are regularly seen in some of the UK’s 
most popular publications, including covers in 
The Observer, The Sunday Times and Time Out. 
A selection of Pål Hansen’s photographs can be 
found at palhansen.com 

Box Office:
01592 583302

 www.onfife.com/fifecomedy
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That’s Fife Cinema Club 
Tickets £6.50 (£5.50) - Adam Smith Theatre 

Dad’s Army
Friday 1st April | 11:00 & 19.30
Rating (U) I Running Time: 100 mins I UK I 2016
Director: Oliver Parker 
Starring: Catherine Zeta-Jones, Bill Nighy, Toby Jones, 
Tom Courtenay

Whisky Galore
Sunday 3rd April | 15:00
Rating (U) I Running Time: 82mins I UK I 1949
Director: Alexander Mackendrick
Starring: Basil Radford, Joan Greenwood, Catherine 
Lacey

The Lavender Hill Mob
Thursday 21st April | 11:00
Rating (U) I Running Time: 81 mins I UK I 1951
Director: Charles Crichton 
Starring: Alec Guinness, Stanley Holloway, Sidney 
James

Hail, Caesar!
Friday 22nd April | 19:30
Rating (tbc) I Running Time: 106 mins I USA-UK I 2016
Director: Ethan Coen, Joel Coen 
Starring: Channing Tatum, George Clooney, Scarlett 
Johansson, Tilda Swinton

Box Office:
01592 583302

 www.onfife.com/fifecomedy
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Tim Fitzhigham: The Gambler
Thursday 21st April | 20:00 | £14 / £12 concs
A show about the 10 greatest bets in history.
Multi award-winning comedian, adventurer and world record 
holder Fitzhigham has lots of bad ideas (he rowed the English 
Channel in a bathtub). Now, inspired by centuries-old bets, 
recorded in the betting books of revered gentlemen’s clubs, Tim 
attempts: Pushing a wheelbarrow 25 miles, Standing on one leg 
for 12 hours, Cycling from London to Dover before his friend can 
draw a million dots, Racing a racehorse over 100 yards, Walking 
backwards for 30 miles and other death-defying feats...

‘Gut Bustingly funny’  ***** The Scotsman

George Egg
Friday 15th April | 20:00 | £10 / £8 concs
One man. One hour. Three courses. Comedian George Egg 
is also a fanatical cook with an anarchic approach to making 
meals. Finding himself dissatisfied with the quality of hotel room 
service while touring the comedy clubs of the world, George 
embarks on a project to take matters into his own surprisingly 
capable hands. Come see him serve up a surreal and absurd mix 
of stand-up comedy and striking innovation, in an unforgettable 
demonstration of extreme multitasking. Total sell-out Brighton 
Fringe 2014 & Edinburgh Festival Fringe 2015, Best Comedy 
Show nominee Brighton Fringe 2014.

 ‘Utterly charming ... hugely inventive’  The Times

Zoe Lyons: Work in Progress
Friday 22nd April | 20:00 | £10 / £8 concs
It’s a well known fact that Fifers have the best sense of humour,  
so star of Live at The Apollo, Mock the Week and The John Bishop 
Show, Zoe Lyons will road testing some brand new material 
when she makes her debut appearance at That’s Fife. Expect 
her trademark high energy routines, all before anyone else has 
a chance to see them. 

 ‘Lyons has what it takes to delight any crowd’ The Guardian 
‘Zoe Lyons really cuts the mustard’ The Scotsman

Box Office:
01334 475000

 www.onfife.com/fifecomedy
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Kevin McMahon: Quantum Magic
Sunday 10th April | 20:00 | £15 / £12.50 concs
State-of-the-art magic fused with incredible science, from the 
scientist-turned-magician who was tutored by Penn and Teller.
Having spent the first ten years of his adult life studying Physics 
and the next ten studying magic, Member of the Magic Circle 
Kevin McMahon explores the exotic space where science and 
magic meet. Have your thoughts projected into reality, witness 
an impossible levitation from inches away and have you most 
valued possession teleported across stage.
Amazing magic, stunning science.

‘epic stunts, genuinely impressive magic’  ***** BroadwayBaby.
com

‘art of deception demonstrated perfectly ‘  ***** ThreeWeeks

‘astonishing’ ***** Evening News

Fred MacAulay: Life
Wednesday 13th April | 20:00 | £15 / £13 concs
After one year off the radio and one year back on the road 
touring his stand up show ‘Twenty Fifteen’ Fred is back in Fife 
with his 2016 show ‘LIFE’. 
How is LIFE for Fred? What is LIFE for Fred? Who/What/Where is 
LIFE for Fred? It could be philosophical. (Fred likes to probe). It 
could be medical. (Fred has been probed).  It’s likely to be topical, 
potentially satirical, and it’s bound to be funny.

‘This show should be an absolute cracker.’  The Herald

‘Rib-achingly funny, one of the funniest men alive.’ The Sunday 
Times

Box Office:
01334 475000

 www.onfife.com/fifecomedy
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Gilded Balloon has some surprises in store for 2016... and we’re 
starting off by offering one lucky winner the chance to win £200 
in ticket vouchers to spend on ANY of our shows! That’s a choice 

of over 3000 performances showcasing the very best comedy, 
theatre, cabaret, music and Children’s shows.

All you have to do to be in with a chance of 
winning this unique prize is to head to:

www.list.co.uk/offers

Win £200 Gilded Balloon 
Ticket Vouchers





show listings

Rothes Halls, 
Glenrothes

01592 611101

Byre Theatre, 
St Andrews

01334 475000

Adam Smith 
Theatre,  

Kirkcaldy
01592 583302

Carnegie Hall, 
Dunfermline
01383 602302

Fri 1 Apr 20:00 - An Audience with Dorothy Paul

Sat 2 Apr 20:00 - Fife Comedy Circuit: Al Porter, Stuart  Mitchell, Andrea Hubert & Scott Gibson

Fri 8 Apr 14:00 - Fun Box: SUPERHEROES!

Sat 9 Apr 11:00 & 14:00 - Fun Box: SUPERHEROES! 20:00 - That’s Fife Comedy Gala

Sun 10 Apr 12:00 & 15:00 - Fun Box: SUPERHEROES! 20:00 - Kevin McMahon: Quantum Magic

Wed 13 Apr 20:00 - Tom Stade : You’re Welcome 20:00 - Fred MacAulay: Life

Fri 15 Apr 20:00 - Kevin McMahon: Quantum Magic 20:00 - George Egg: Anarchist Cook

Sat 16 Apr 15:00 - Morgan & 
West Utterly Spiffing 
Spectacular Magic Show 
for Kids (and Childish 
Grown-ups!)

20:00 - Nina Conti 20:00 - George Egg: 
Anarchist Cook

20:00 - Morgan & West 
Parlour Tricks

Sun 17 Apr 15:00 - Morgan & West Utterly Spiffing 
Spectacular Magic Show for Kids (and 
Childish Grown-ups!)

20:00 - Chris Ramsey: All Growed Up

Thurs 21 Apr 20:00 - Tim Fitzhigham: The Gambler

Fri 22 Apr 20:00 - Ardal O’Hanlon & Michael 
Redmond 

20:00 - Zoe Lyons: Work in Progress

Sat 23 Apr 15:00 - Class Clowns 20:00 - Zoe Lyons: Work in Progress

Wed 27 Apr 20:00 - Ed Byrne: Outside, Looking In

Fri 29 Apr 20:00 - Eric & Ern

Sat 30 Apr 20:00 - Eric & Ern

1ST - 30TH APRIL 2016
WWW.ONFIFE.COM

Dunfermline | Glenrothes | Kirkcaldy | St Andrews

WWW.GILDEDBALLOON.CO.UK


